Reject Systems after Conventional Pulping
From trash to treasure
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We accept the challenge!

Reject Systems
Turning waste into cash

 Example for a reject system based on conventional pulping for industrial grade lines
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Benefits

 Reject compactor – one of the key components

 Compliance with the legal requirements for
protection of the environment, e.g. landfill directives
 Reduction of disposal and transportation
costs of up to 30%
 Pre-treatment of rejects for fuel generation
 Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (CO2) by
25% to over 40%
 Additional income from recycling of
raw material (e.g. metals or plastic)
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Compacting. Mechanical dewa-
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Sewage water screening. Protecting the effluent treatment

system. A protection system is required

Sand and heavy-particle sedi-
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gravity.
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Reject Systems
Converting rejects into valuable resources and energy
As a globally operating technology company with the major target of environmental
responsibility, we accept the challenge of supplying waste-to-power systems.
System integration and concepts

An essential part of the whole

Major driving forces

By developing components for each proc-

ANDRITZ reject systems can be implement-

 No landfill allowed in the EU as from 2011

ess step, we also obtain an understanding

ed into waste-to-power systems - an energy

 Costs for landfill are steadily increasing

of how individual equipment performs most

recovery technology to provide renewable

 Transportation costs are extremely high

efficiently within the overall system. As a re-

energy. ANDRITZ has long experience in

for materials low in specific weight or wet

sult, ANDRITZ reject systems are designed

woodyard and fuel preparation processes,

 Energy costs are rising steadily

to be as lean as possible, but as strong as

drying of biomass, refining and grinding,

 Rejects are an energy source with high

necessary. Installations worldwide give us

pelleting, and biomass boilers and gasifiers.

the foundation on which to improve and

By including reject systems, this complete

 Recovery of internal mill waste makes the

customize equipment for each new ap-

chain of sub-systems is utilized to produce

facility largely or entirely independent in

plication.

energy from pulp and paper mill waste.

terms of energy and costs
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